
Congratulations, Nina!


Congratulations, Robert!

Michael White has a review of his memoir *Travels in Vermeer* in *The New York Times* Sunday Book Review: nytimes.com/2015/05/31/books/review/travel.html?_r=0

Congratulations, Michael!

BFA student Rae Beary’s profile of a spring graduate was published by *The Wilmington Journal*. Rae wrote the article as part of her internship at UNCW’s Office of University Relations. flashpageturn.com/?PID=1000525

Congratulations, Rae!
MFA student Jason Bradford has a poem published in Issue 3 of *Rogue Agent*: rogueagentjournal.com/issue3

Congratulations, Jason!

MFA student Jonathan Russell Clark shares his latest publications:


Congratulations, Jonathan!

MFA student Isabelle Shepherd is a WHQR Graduate Fellow—read how she likens writing news to writing poetry: whqr.org/post/graduate-fellow-isabelle-shepherd-whqr-another-year.

"Poetry is all about creating images with words, which is what we do in public radio."

Congratulations, Isabelle!

MFA student Emily Wilson has a poem "thoughts on wanderlust" out in the journal *Big Lucks* 08 [a special issue edited by MFA alum ('13) John Mortara].

*Vinyl Poetry* just accepted two of her poems: "I forget the Czech for “stamp” in the post office and start making up words instead" & "Women in Széchenyi Bathhouse".

Read her three poems in *Wyvern Lit* at wyvernlit.com/spring2015/wilson.

Finally, she has a review of Beth Bachmann's "Do Not Rise" in Heavy Feather Review.

Congratulations, Emily!
MFA alum ('02) Brad Land’s *Goat: A Memoir* has been picked up as a film adaptation, produced by James Franco and starring Nick Jonas and Ben Schnetzer (to portray Brad—pictured with him at left on set, holding his copy of *Goat*). The movie is currently being filmed in Cincinnati.

Congratulations, Brad!

MFA alum Johannes Lichtman ('12) had a short story, "You Really Have to Stop the Killing," accepted for publication in *The Sun*.

Congratulations, Johannes!

MFA alum ('12) Jason Newport’s short story "Some Stuff" has been reprinted in *Melted Wing*. meltedwing.com/fiction/short-story-some-stuff

Congratulations, Jason!

The June issue of Wilmington’s *Salt* magazine—cover graced by our own Malena Mörling!—features a wealth of Creative Writing folks. Regular columnists include faculty members Clyde Edgerton and Virginia Holman, and MFA alums Lavonne Adams ('99), Anne Barnhill ('01), Jason Frye ('05), Dana Sachs ('00), and Barbara Sullivan ('11).

A link to the digital magazine is here: saltmagazinenc.com.
Phil Furia hosts the daily segment ‘The Great American Songbook’ on WHQR 1:30-2:00pm, and during the Morning Edition on Fridays at 6:00am.

Philip Gerard is a regular commentator on WHQR—listen to his broadcast segments every other Thursday at 7:35a, 8:50a, or 5:45p, or online in the WHQR Thursday Commentaries at www.whqr.org/people/philip-gerard.